[Adeno-associated virus vector carrying human minidystrophin gene SMCKA3999 effectively ameliorates dystrophic pathology in mdx model mice].
Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) is the most common and letal genetic skeletal muscle disorder, caused by recessive mutations in the dystrophin gene and no treatment is available. The present paper is aimed to study if recombinant adeno-associated virus vector (rAAV) mediated dystrophin minigene SMCKA3999 could effectively ameliorates dystrophic pathology in mdx model mice. We used dystrophin minigene SMCKA3999 to construct rAAVSMCKA3999. When injected into the skeletal muscle of mdx mice (DMD model), we adopted methods of immunofluorescent (IF) staining, Evans Blue and electromicroscopy to observe if rAAVSMCKA3999 could effectively ameliorates dystrophic pathology in mdx model mice. rAAVSMCK3999 resulted in efficient and stable expression and restoration of the missing dystrophin onto the plasma membrane. rAAVSMCKA3999 can also protect myofiber membrane integrity. For the first time we prove that rAAVSMCKA3999 can improve ultrastructure changes of DMD. We have demonstrated the effectiveness of rAAVSMCKA3999 in correcting pathology changes of skeletal muscle, which offer a promising avenue for DMD gene therapy.